
FS 120

Ready, set, fill

The FS 120 has been designed specifically for 
all popular capsule types. It is shipped as a 
fully assembled, plug & play unit to get you 
started right away.



+ For all capsule systems
+ Footprint of less than 5,5 m²
+ Low-waste foil punching
+ Plug & play
+ Competitive price

Packaging of single portions is the main process on our machines, which is also deeply rooted in our 
company philosophy. With the FS 120, we essentially bundled more than 100 years of experience into a 
machine with a footprint of less than 6m². The FS 120 is the smallest model of its series and therefore 
the ideal starter model for businesses that want to enter the coffee capsule market. The FS 120 can be 
easily configured for capsules compatible with Nespresso, Dolce Gusto, K-Cup, and many other formats, 
as well as for specific product requirements. It is even able to handle more than one capsule format at a 
time. With an output rate of up to 120 capsules per minute, the competitively priced FS 120 offers you all 
you need to successfully expand into the capsule market. Take advantage of excellent process precision, 
low-waste foil punching, one-stroke punching and sealing technology, low maintenance, and intuitive 
machine control. 

Whatever your needs and wishes are – thanks to its modular design, the FS 120 can meet them. The design 
of the machine has been optimized for intuitive control and easy access for maintenance and cleaning. As 
a result of this, not only time and money but also the availability of the machine has been improved. In 
addition to that, we offer systems for downstream processes such as packing in cartons and placing on 
pallets. The FS 120 is delivered ready to run. The control system, electrical cabinet, and safety guards are 
fully integrated into the compact machine frame. Given the small footprint of the unit, you will have no 
problem finding a place for it.

FS 120

Details

Clean filling
Your product will be filled efficiently 
and the contents packed without loss.

Optimized band usage
Less waste of material due to the 
exact punching of the lid foil.

Safe sealing
High quality through precise sealing of 
your product.



Process illustration example
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Rejects

Foil handling

Electrical cabinet

Outer unit diameter  Unit height Number of lanes Cycles/min Output/min Output/h 
    

70 mm up to 50 mm  3 - Inline 40 120 7’200

Size (lxwxh) Weight  Connected load Rated power 

3,5 x 1,2 x 2,05 m 2‘500 kg 3 x 400 VAC + N + PE Rated power: 25 kW (for Nespresso clone) 
  50 Hz Running power: 15 kW (for Nespresso clone)  

Technical data FS 120 The technical data might vary, depending on the 
container dimensions and shapes, the filling goods,
the machine configuration and material specifications.


